Award-winning realistically designed puppets that inspire creativity, promote hands-on discovery, encourage interaction and help develop early language. Each study kit comes with accompanying books.
BRINGING STORIES TO LIFE-FOLKMANIS PUPPETS

Enhance story time with a collection of *Folkmanis puppets* based on best-selling and classic children’s books combined with the book.

**SK 665 ALLIGATOR**

Alligator Puppet (6) Books

*Egad Alligator* By Harriet Ziefert
*There’s An Alligator Under My Bed* by Mercer Mayer
*Alligator Friends* By Jenifer Rosenberg
*Now Or Later* By Precious McKenzie
*See You Later, Alligator* By Sally Hopgood
*If You Ever Want To Bring An Alligator To School, Don’t!* By Elise Parsley
ARE YOU MY MOTHER?
By P.D. Eastman

BABY BIRDS IN NEST PUPPET

STELLALUNA by Janelle Cannon

BATS AROUND THE CLOCK by Kathi Appelt

BATS AT THE LIBRARY by Brian Lies

Bat Puppet (3) Books (1) DVD

Stellaluna by Janelle Cannon
Bats Around the Clock by Kathi Appelt
Bats At the Library by Brian Lies
SK 604
BEAR PUPPETS

BEAVER PUPPET
SK 605

BEAVER STEALS FIRE
By Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes

THE FIRST BEAVER
By Caroll Simpson

Five Busy Beavers
by Stella Partheniou
Waiting For Wings by Lois Ehlert
The Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric Carle
Purple Butterflies by Debra Menase
Red Butterfly by Deborah Noyes

Kitten’s First Full Moon by Kevin Henkes

CAT UP A TREE
by John and Ann Hassett

THE BECKONING CAT
by Koko Nishizuka
CIRCUS FAMILY DOG
By Andrew Clements

ART DOG
By Thacher Hurd

Little Donkey
and the Babysitter
By Rindert Kromhout

Little Donkey
and the Birthday Present
By Rindert Kromhout

Donkey-donkey
by Roger Duboisin
DUCK AND COVER
By Jackie Urbanovic

DUCK AT THE DOOR
By Jackie Urbanovic

ONE TINY TURTLE
By Nicola Davies and Jane Chapman

THE FISHERMAN AND THE TURTLE
By Eric A. Kimmel

HERON AND TURTLE
By Valeri Gorbachev
Frog Puppet (5) Books

The Frog With the Big Mouth
By Teresa Bateman

Finklehopper Frog
By Irene Livingston

Down By the Cool of the Pool
By Tony Mitton

An Extraordinary Egg
By Leo Lionni

Frog In A Bog
By John Himmelman

Tuesday
By David Wiesner

SK 612 FROG PUPPET

SAMMY
The Classroom Guinea Pig
By Alix Berenzy

Super Guinea Pig To The Rescue
By Udo Weigelt
RABBIT PUPPET

A BOY AND HIS BUNNY
By Sean Bryan

LITTLE RABBIT FOO FOO
by Michael Rosen

MY FRIEND RABBIT
by Eric Rohmann

LITTLE WHITE RABBIT
by Kevin Henkes

SEABISCUIT THE WONDER HORSE
By Meghan McCarthy

IF A HORSE HAD WORDS
By Kelly Cooper
I WANNA IGUANA
By Karen Kaufman Orloff

MANANA, IGUANA
By Ann Whitford Paul

BIG LITTLE MONKEY
By Carole Lexa Schaefer
And Pierre Pratt

MONKEY AND ME
By Emily Gravett
HOGWOOD STEPS OUT
By Howard Mansfield and Barry Moser

PIG AND CROW
By Kay Chorao

BIG PIG
By Malachy Doyle

HOW THE ROOSTER GOT HIS CROWN
By Amy Lowry Poole

MOON ROOSTER
By David and Phillis Gershator
Don’t Mention Pirates by Sarah McConnell
The Night Pirates! By Peter Harris
The Erie Canal Pirates by Eric A. Kimmel
Pirates Don’t Change Diapers by Melinda Long
Captain Flinn and the Pirate Dinosaurs by Giles Andrea
How I Became A Pirate by Melinda Long
Edward and the Pirates by David McPhall
WHAT ELEPHANT?
By Genevieve Cote

THE ELEPHANT WISH
By Lou Berger

“Stand Back,” Said the Elephant, “I’m Going To Sneeze!” by Patricia Thomas

SMILEY SHARK
By Ruth Galloway

“Stand Back,” Said the Elephant, “I’m Going To Sneeze!” by Patricia Thomas
365 PENGUINS
By Jean-Luc Fromental

A Penguin Story
By Antoinette Portis

PENGUIN
By Polly Dunbar

A PENGUIN STORY
By Antoinette Portis

PENGUIN PUPPET

RACCOON’S LAST RACE
By Joseph Bruchac and James Bruchac

RACCOON TUNE
By Nancy Shaw
Dinosaurs, Dinosaurs
By Byron Barton

When Dinosaurs
Came With Every-
thing
By Elise Broach

How Do Dinosaurs Say Good Night?
By Jane Yolen & Mark Teague

GOOD LITTLE WOLF
By Kristina Andres

THE BOY WHO CRIED WOLF
By B.G. HENNESSEY

THERE'S A WOLF AT
THE DOOR
Five classic tales retold by
Joe. B. Alley

THE BIG BAD WOLF
AND ME
By Delphine Perret
THE DRAGON'S SCALES
By Sarah Albee

SK 632
DRAGON SHOULDER PUPPET

Groundhog Day by Clara Cella

Groundhog Day by Lynn Peppas

Groundhog Day by Katie Gillespie

GROUNDHOG PUPPET
GREEN DRAGON (3) BOOKS (1) AUDIO CD, (1) DVD

THE DRAGON PRINCE By Laurence Yep
PUFF THE MAGIC DRAGON by Peter Yarrow, includes Audio CD
GUESS WHAT I FOUND IN DRAGON WOOD by Timothy Knapman

FELIX AND THE BLUE DRAGON
By Angela McAllister
THE LITTLEST DRAGON by Susan Quinn
RED IS A DRAGON: A BOOK OF COLORS
By Roseanne Thong
NEW PUPPET/BOOK SETS

OCTOPUS PUPPET/BOOK SET SK 635
Kit contains:
- Octopus Puppet
- Book - Animals Animals by Eric Carle
Fish that fly, butterflies that dance, camels that "trollol along," a tiger that has swallowed the sun— Animals Animals! With brilliant, full-color illustrations, Carle invites the earth’s children—brothers, sisters, parents, teachers, friends, all—to glory in the sameness, the difference, and the wonder of the earth’s precious animals.

MOUSE AND ELEPHANT PUPPET/BOOK SET SK 637
Kit contains:
- Elephant Puppet and a Mouse Puppet
- Book - Do You Want To Be My Friend? By Eric Carle
- Book - “Stand Back,” Said the Elephant, “I’m Going To Sneeze!”
- If You Give A Mouse A Cookie

DRAGONS DRAGONS PUPPET/BOOK SET SK 638
Fiery dragons, playful centaurs, the mysterious garusa, the web footed bunyip—these and other mythological creatures abound in Eric Carle’s Dragons Dragons. The author celebrates mythology and legends from around the world, and breathes life into the creatures that inhabit them. Illustrating poetry from such authors as Anne McCaffrey, X. J. Kennedy, Myra Cohn Livingston, and John Gardner.
- Set includes:
  - Dragons Dragons & Other Creatures That Never Were Book by Eric Carle
- Baby Dragon Hand Puppet

FIVE LITTLE MONKEYS PUPPET/BOOK SET SK 639
Do these silly little monkeys listen to Mama? Of course not! Soon there is trouble! Children will love predicting how the five little monkeys will deal with each new challenge, making these perfect stories for interactive reading with Eileen Christelow’s lively verse and comic illustrations. Grades: PreK-1.
Set includes:
- Bake a Birthday Cake Book
- Jumping on the Bed Book
- Play Hide and Seek Book
- Sitting in a Tree Book
- Wash the Car Book
- With Nothing to Do Book
- Go Shopping Book
- 5 in. Five Little Monkeys Finger Puppet Set
FOREST LIFE PUPPET/BOOK SET SK 640
Children can play while learning about the forest and nature with this fun book set. Soft Sequoia Tree hand puppet includes six different types of wildlife finger puppets and the Park Ranger doll makes it more realistic with interaction when reading a book.
Set contains the following books:
• Tree Of Life by Rochelle Strauss

CHIMPANZEE PUPPET/BOOK SET SK 642
Alligators wiggle, elephants stop, gorillas thump, and giraffes bend. Can you do it? “I can do it!” is the confidence building message of this fun filled interactive picture book.
Kit contains:
• Monkey Puppet
• Book-From Head To Toe by Eric Carle

THE GROUCHY LADYBUG PUPPET/BOOK SET SK 644
Even though the Grouchy Ladybug is small—she sure has a lot of guts! She flies around challenging other animals, as they grow larger and larger, acting like the toughest of them all. She’s finally put back in place by one swat from a whale’s tail and lands back on her leaf where she started.
Set contains:
• Ladybug Puppet
• Book-The Grouchy Ladybug by Eric Carle

LIBRARY LION PUPPET/BOOK SET SK 643
Lion Puppet and Books: Library Lion by Michelle Knudsen, Lazy Lion by Mwenye Hadithi
Miss Merriweather, the head librarian, is very particular about rules in the library. When a lion comes to the library one day, no one is sure what to do. There aren’t any rules about lions in the library! But when something terrible happens, the lion quickly comes to the rescue in the only way he knows how. Lazy Lion by Mwenye Hadithi: A lazy lion orders all the animals to build him a house, but nothing they built was suitable.
RED HEN HAND PUPPET/BOOK SET SK 636
Share reading time with these wonderful books full of delightful illustrations filled with:
chickens, eggs, baby chicks, bugs, and
more!
Kit includes:
- Red Hen Hand Puppet
- Book-Chicken Dance by Tammi Sauer
- Book-Big Fat Hen by Keith Baker
- Hattie and the Fox by Mem Fox

TURKEY HAND PUPPET SK 645
Albuquerque is a turkey.— And he is feathered.— And he is fine?
— Hold the stuffing! What a cheerful, animal friendly twist on
Thanksgiving! Lively rhyme— which kids can sing to the tune of
"My Darling Clementine"— captures the heartwarming friendship
between a man and his pet turkey. As the holiday approaches, and
the man begins to shop and cook, Albuquerque starts to get nerv-
ous. Will he end up as dinner? A hilarious read aloud story tells of
this nervous turkey with happy ending!
Set includes: Books Albuquerque Turkey by B.G. Ford
Turkey Day by Grace Maccarone
Turkey Hand Puppet

LIBRARY LION PUPPET/BOOK SET SK 643
Lion Puppet and Books: Library Lion by Michelle Knudsen, Lazy Lion by
Mwenye Hadithi
Miss Merriweather, the head librarian, is very particular about rules in the library.
When a lion comes to the library one day, no one is sure what to do. There aren’t
any rules about lions in the library! But when something terrible happens, the lion
quickly comes to the rescue in the only way he knows how. Lazy Lion by Mwenye
Hadithi: A lazy lion orders all the animals to build him a house, but nothing they
built was suitable.

GNOME PUPPET/BOOK SET SK 649
Gnome From Nome by Stephen Cosgrove, illustrated
by Robin James.
When a lonely and cold gnome sets out to learn how to
avoid being cold "from the inside out" he finds a friend in
a sea otter. Together they discover that the secret to stay-
ing warm is found in friendship.
Lawn To Lawn by Dan Yaccarino
Lawn to Lawn is the subversively funny story of four
lawn ornaments who, left behind after a move, travel
across the country to find the little girl they love.
SHEEP PUPPET BOOK SET  SK 646

BRAVE CHARLOTTE AND THE WOLVES
BRAVE CHARLOTTE
WOOLY SHEEP HAND PUPPET

•  DIARY OF A ...BOOK SET  SK 647
•  Set includes:  Doreen Cronin/Harry Bliss
  Diary of a Fly Book
•  Diary of a Spider Book
•  Diary of a Worm Book
  5" Worm, Spider, & Fly Finger Puppet Set
Stories of a little worm and his friends spider and fly. Follow along in their daily doings in their worlds, and their dreams.

SPLAT THE CAT BOOK SET  SK 648

Everyone needs to have a friend at school. But when it’s the first day of school and the friend you bring along is a mouse and your school is for cats, things might not go as planned... Join Splat as he makes new friends and takes care of his old ones.

•  Set includes  (11) BOOKS
  Splat the Cat Book
•  Love, Splat Book
•  Merry Christmas, Splat Book
•  Scaredy-Cat, Splat! Book
•  Splat the Cat Sings Flat Book (I Can Read Series 1)
•  Splat the Cat and the Duck with No Quack Book (I Can Read Series 1)
•  Splat the Cat Takes the Cake Book (I Can Read Series 1)
•  Splish, Splash, Splat! Book
•  Secret Agent Splat! Book
•  Splat the Cat : Goodnight, Sleep Tight Book (I Can Read Series 1)
•  8 1/2" Splat the Cat Doll  9" Scaredy-Cat Splat Doll
GROUNDHOG PUPPET
SK 631
(5) Books  (2) DVD’s

Groundhog Day (Celebrations In My World) by Lynn Peppas
The Secret of the First One Up by Iris Hiskey
Groundhog Day by Clara Cella
Groundhog Day by Gail Gibbons
Coming Together To Celebrate: Groundhog Day by Katie Gillespie

(2) DVD’S
Groundhog Day! Go To Sleep,
Groundhog!

GOAT PUPPET
SK 606
(3) Books

Beatrice’s Goat
By Page McBrier
Gregory, The Terrible Eater
By Mitchell Sharmat
Goat’s Coat
By Tom Percival